
 

      

50kg professional boxing bag  

  

Product features:  

Material: PVC
Accessories:
Product weight:
Diameter: 35 cm

  

Product description:  

50kg professional boxing bag

 The GANA SPORT punching bag is the summary of the best features that can be requested from a professional
training bag.

 In its standard size, the bag filled with 50 kg has a length of 100 cm , however it is also possible to choose a 120,
150 and 180 cm version , to better adapt to your needs, in particular the latter, perfect for Karate , Taekwondo and
combat sports where other parts of the body are used to attack, in addition to fists.

 The lining of the bag is made of tear-proof polymer fiber with a glossy finish, the particular fiber is containment ,
ensuring the tightness of the bag , and at the same time very resistant.

 The filling of the bag is carried out using microcells of filtered and sanitized silica sand , the microcells are
sealed and stacked until the central core of the bag is completely filled and weighed.

 Around this core there is a polyassembled covering of styrene foams , this compact and at the same time
flexible material is the key to the great training comfort that distinguishes our product.

 Thanks to this construction technology , the possibility of sand loss from the bag is reduced to zero!!

 The dimensions include a circumference of 110cm , allowing comfortable training for both the face and the large
target.



 

      

 The reinforced and heat-sealed seams have a double sealing system which ensures absolutely extraordinary
resistance.

 Each seam is in fact designed to support one and a half times the weight of the entire bag , and to guarantee
perfect stability we have created 4 seams with the relative hooks.

 A chromed steel eyelet and a chain (in the same material) approximately 30 cm long are firmly fixed to each seam,
which converge into a single carabiner to be attached to the supporting structure or to one of our shock-absorbing
hooks.

 In this 50 kg version it is perfect for advanced training and is particularly suitable for use by adult athletes
accustomed to the world of boxing and combat sports.

 The bag is produced without prints. Color may vary.
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